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1. Introduction

For over 100 years, telephones have grown to become a primary means of communications in both our personal and business lives. Even with all the changes from analog to digital, wireline to mobile and eventually to Voice over IP, one thing has remained consistent – limited audio quality. Why do we have to sound like air traffic controllers when spelling out confirmation codes? “Papa, Alpha, Delta”. This is due to the limitations that the PSTN enforces on traditional analog and digital telephones and the “3.4 kHz sound barrier”. The adoption of VoIP and broadband networks have given us the opportunity to break through this barrier with a whole new range of wideband and high-quality voice coding algorithms that make communications more efficient, effective and natural. HD VoIP allows carriers to differentiate their services with a much improved audio experience, creating customer loyalty and affinity. Enterprises can differentiate themselves with superior voice quality to their customers, building on their quality branding while improving business efficiency. AudioCodes HD VoIP solutions and products - the way sound was meant to be heard.

In traditional PSTN Telephony, all telephony communications were based on the traditional PSTN limited bandwidth (PSTN - 200-3400 Hz and a sample rate of 8 kHz). Voice over Packet networks allow the use of a wider speech bandwidth which offers a higher voice quality than PSTN, creating a wonderful face-to-face live experience. Current wideband coders can use almost twice the PSTN bandwidth.

Pairs of letters such as “P” and “T”, “F” and “S” and “M” and “N” sound very similar as their critical energy is carried predominantly in the higher frequencies beyond the PSTN bandwidth. Words like Goal, Bold, Gold have the same sound but contain a very different meaning. By using High Definition Voice, these limitations no longer interfere with the clear comprehension of voice communications.

High Definition increases call intelligibility, enhances the user experience and improves productivity for many speech-oriented applications such as call centers and conferences.

A key article was published by Berkehemmar et. al. in the Ericsson Review No. 3, 2006 (http://www.ericsson.com/ericsson/corpinfo/publications/review/2006_03/files/2_amrwb.pdf) describing a consumer trial (150 users) in Germany on a T-Mobile network. This study also demonstrates utilizing the AMR-WB (Adaptive Multi-Rate, wideband) coder vs. using a Narrowband AMR normally used in other mobile networks. The results demonstrated that more than 70% of the users in the trial experienced an improvement in voice quality.

In this white paper, we will discuss HD VoIP technology - and how it can be deployed in the Business and Residential environments. Similarly we will include a number of examples for applications that will benefit from utilizing this technology.
2. Technology Overview

The ITU-T defined the first wideband coder (G.722) in 1988, when several organizations realized the benefit of using wider bandwidth for telephony coding. Figure 1 demonstrates the history of Traditional PSTN and Cellular networks, and the VoIP technology development over the years. The first wideband voice deployments are only just beginning to occur.

The potential of better than PSTN quality originates from using wideband speech processing. While a PSTN network is band-limited to 300-3300 Hz, there is no such limitation for the IP network, as calls between IP Phones or wideband endpoints can utilize wideband speech coders such as AMR-WB, G.722, and others. When utilizing wideband speech at a range of 50-7000 Hz, users can benefit from a more natural sound and increased intelligibility. These factors are very appealing to service providers because they tend to increase the average conversation length.

Wideband vocoders operate at a frequency range of 50-7000 Hz (as shown in Figure 2). A common occurrence in many wideband coders is to split this frequency range into 2 bands using a QMF Filter-bank and encoding each band separately. Most of the bits are allocated to the lower band, while the remaining bits are allocated to the higher band.

As can be seen in Figure 3, uncompressed wideband speech (Direct WB, 4.5 MOS) provides a significant quality edge over narrowband speech (Direct NB, 3.5 MOS), more than a full MOS point. Similarly, such an advantage is delivered by wideband voice codecs when compared to the traditional narrowband VoIP codecs. When comparing a modern wideband coder, such as G.729.1 at 24 or 32 kbps to a traditional narrowband VoIP coder such as G.729A at 8 kbps, the improvement is even greater and can be extended to almost 1.5 MOS at a relatively minor increase in bitrate, when employed over broadband IP networks.
3. Business Environment

HD VoIP is expected to become a major factor in the improvement of business efficiency in the current global business environment. Today’s business globalization of outsourcing tasks such as Call Centers, R&D and Helpdesk to foreign countries requires an improvement of voice fidelity. This is extremely important as the pronunciation and grammar is very different between foreign employees. The “p” and “t” can usually be changed causing words like “paint” to become “faint”, or “copy” which becomes “coffee”. This is even more important with conferencing applications. Many people using conference bridges are familiar with problems associated with bad voice quality. The efficiency of a conference call can be greatly reduced even if only one participant experiences voice quality problems. A call can be paused in the middle to ensure that all persons on the call have comprehended the speech content, as it is possible that two people could have misunderstood one another.

HD VoIP can bring about a large improvement to business productivity. Travel has become a major business expense item due to the current rise in fuel costs. By reducing travel, businesses can accomplish large cost savings. HD VoIP technology can bring people closer, enable fluency of conversations and create productivity.

In order to benefit from the sound quality which HD VoIP technology allows, the endpoints must support the technology itself. Currently, regular POTS phones are limited by the handset, microphone and speaker blocking the extra bandwidth which HD VoIP technology transmits. Wideband IP Phones solve this problem by supporting wideband coders (i.e. G.722 or Microsoft RTA), the high quality speaker and microphone. As more and more business environments are migrating towards a full VoIP environment, POTS phones are less common and the deployment of HD VoIP is easier.

We expect that as more employees adopt the high quality sound of HD VoIP technology, a large demand will be created, encouraging service providers to offer this option to consumers.
4. Residential Environment and Network Interworking

Currently, most of the core networks are still based on PSTN technology. When connecting entities in different networks the voice needs to be transported in PCM-coded bit streams at 64 kbps rate according to the ITU-T recommendation (G.711). This is challenging in terms of voice quality (loss of higher frequencies which originally existed in wideband vocoders), and the insertion of a delay caused by the Transcoding process.

Since wideband coders consume bandwidth of less than the 64 kbps PSTN limitation, protocols can be developed to transfer the voice without transcoding the wideband coders to G.711. One such protocol is the TFO, Tandem Free Operation.

TFO is a protocol which makes a tunnel through the traditional 64 kbps circuit switch “B” channels, transferring low rate coders (like wideband), and allowing connection between two wideband endpoints.

In addition to the PSTN based network interworking issue, another pressing challenge that might affect deployment acceleration is the quality of the endpoints themselves (or handset in the mobile environment). Wideband telephony dictates both ends to be HD enabled, meaning both ends need to support wideband microphone and speakers.

IP Phones are not common in the residential environment as compared to the business sector. Similarly, PSTN phones do not support Wideband capabilities. Therefore, alternative devices must be introduced such as Wideband DECT. Wideband DECT (CAT-iq) is the new global technology for broadband home connectivity and is based on the mature and reliable DECT technology where frequencies are available globally and regulative rules are established.

CAT-iq stands for Cordless Advanced Technology - Internet and Quality. The CAT-iq standard supports new and exciting consumer products for wireless home communication and entertainment applications. CAT-iq technology is enabling internet access in order to support streaming audio applications by covering the entire home with guaranteed quality of service. CAT-iq is a registered trademark owned by the DECT Forum.

Today, PacketCable is a CableLabs-led initiative developing interoperable interface specifications for delivering advanced, real-time multimedia services over a two-way cable plant. PacketCable is already working on HD VoIP solutions for the home by offering wideband DECT (CAT-iq) wireless phones.

To summarise, HD VoIP can help service providers to differentiate their VoIP offering and services, and additionally increases call length and occurrence resulting in higher ARPU.
5. Wideband Applications for Diverse Industries

High Definition VoIP technology enhances applications deployed in many industries, and can save lives in critical environments.

Industries such as banks and trading rooms (receiving orders via telephone), travel agents (handling travel arrangements and reservations), military and Home Land Security (issuing military orders), Air Traffic Control (in which voice is a vital component) - all need intelligibility improvements that can be achieved with this technology.

HD Audio Conferencing can improve productivity and reduce costs (in business environments), and enable medical professionals to give more accurate treatment (in the case of Telemedicine). HD Audio Conferencing enables the idea that speakers are present in a room as if they were actually there.

In the case of Speech Recognition applications, ASR engines need as much information (or bandwidth) as possible in order to improve the recognition of the spoken voice. Low audio quality is one of the reasons for the slow adaption of these types of applications. HD VoIP significantly improves the quality and usability of Speech Recognition applications.

People originating from different geographic locations that communicate by using different native languages and accents can significantly improve the clarity of their call by using Wideband coders. In the mobile environment, where there is interference of background noise, HD VoIP can help enhance the user experience by improving the voice quality and differentiate between various carriers. Internet applications like gaming, chat or streaming can benefit from the new HD VoIP experience. HD VoIP can also be used for radio broadcasting, news or TV broadcasting.

Lastly, globalization is occurring rapidly with additional call centers located in non-native geographies, having to effectively communicate and work with different users in order to resolve problems.

6. AudioCodes HD VoIP Offering

AudioCodes HD VoIP delivers innovative, reliable technology providing customers and partners with a comprehensive selection of cost-effective and flexible network devices, end-user appliances and voice processing technologies.

AudioCodes HD VoIP offers a broad range of feature-rich and scalable products supporting HD VoIP quality utilizing the most popular wideband coders such as G.722, G.722.2, G.729.1, G.711.1 and Microsoft RTA.

Enhanced Algorithms and Services that enrich the HD VoIP experience:
- Packet Loss Concealment
- Acoustic Echo Cancelations
- Adaptive Jitter Buffers
- Wideband Voice Conferencing
- Wideband Media Transcoding

AudioCodes’ portfolio of products can be seamlessly integrated with many Application Server Providers, offering a complete solution for a variety of High Definition applications in many important segments, i.e. Banks and Trading Rooms, Travel Agencies, Government, Health and Telemedicine, Air Traffic Control, Public Safety, Education and the Army. All require top quality voice technology such as media adaptation, encoding, decoding and the mixing of wideband voice.

For more details about AudioCodes offering, please visit: www.audiocodes.com/hdvoip
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